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2021-22 OVERVIEW

TERM 1

YEAR 
7

Introduction to 
Science

Cells and 
Movement

Particles and 
Separating 

Mixtures
Light and Sound

Working 
Scientifically Organisms Matter Waves

YEAR 
11

Inheritance, 
Variation and 

Evolution
Organic 

Chemistry Magnets
Homeostasis 

and 
Response

Rates of 
Reaction

Origins Matter
Electricity 

and 
Magnetism

Organisms Reactions

YEAR 
10

Cell Biology Bonding Electricity Infection and 
Response

Organisms Matter Electricity and 
Magnetism Organisms

YEAR 
9

Energy Stores 
and Transfers

Cells and 
Organisation

Atomic 
Structure and 
Periodic Table

Bioenergetics

Energy Organisms Matter Cycles and 
Interactions

YEAR 
8

Introduction to 
Science

Breathing and 
Digestion Electricity

Elements and 
the Periodic 

Table

Working 
Scientifically Organisms Electricity and 

Magnetism Matter

TERM 2

Energy Cost 
and Transfer

Acids and 
Alkalis and 

Metals

Genes, 
Variation and 
Reproduction

Magnets and 
Electromagnets

Energy Reactions Origins Electricity and 
Magnetism

Waves Chemical 
Analysis

Space (Triple 
Only) Time to revisit 

content from 
strands taught 

previouslyWaves Reactions Earth and 
Beyond

Atomic 
Structure

Quantitative 
Chemistry

Time to revisit content from 
strands taught previously

Matter Reactions

Atomic 
Structure

Chemistry of 
the Atmosphere

Particle Model 
of Matter

Energy 
Changes

Matter Earth and 
Beyond Matter Reactions

Work Heating 
and Cooling

Chemical 
Energy and 
Reactions

Evolution and 
Inheritance

Climate and 
Earth Resources

Energy Reactions Origins Earth and 
Beyond

TERM 3

Speed and 
Gravity Ecosystems Earth Structure 

and Universe Curriculum 
Enrichment 

Project
Forces Cycles and 

Interactions
Earth and 
Beyond

Time to revisit content from 
strands taught previously

Forces Using 
Resources Time to revisit 

content from 
strands taught 

previously

Curriculum 
Enrichment 

Project
Forces Earth and 

Beyond

Ecology
Time to revisit content from 
strands taught previously

Curriculum 
Enrichment 

ProjectCycles and 
Interactions

Respiration and 
Photosynthesis

Contact Forces 
and Pressure

Wave Effects 
and Properties Curriculum 

Enrichment 
ProjectCycles and 

Interactions Forces Waves

Between each new unit in Y11, we have 
allocated time to recap prior topics that 

have been taught in previous years.  
These topics have not been included in 
this simplified version of the POS but can 
be found by following the link on the last 

page of the handbook.



ASSESSMENT

YEAR 7

§ Organisms (Cells and 
Movement)

§ Matter (Particles and 
Separating Techniques)

§ Waves (Light and Sound)

§ Energy (Cost and Transfer)

§ Reactions (Acids and Alkalis, 
Metals and Non-metals)

§ Genes (Variation and 
Reproduction)

§ Forces (Speed and Gravity)

§ Cycles and Interactions 
(Interdependence and Plant 
Reproduction)

§ Earth and Beyond (Earth 
Structure and Universe)

+ Content from Winter 
assessment

YEAR 8
§ Organisms (Breathing and 

Digestion)

§ Electromagnetism

§ Matter (Elements and the Periodic 
Table)

+ Questions linked to Year 7 content from 
Organisms (cells and movement), 

Electromagnetism (Electricity) and Matter 
(particle and separating techniques) 

strands.

§ Energy (Work, Heating and 
Cooling)

§ Reactions (Chemical Energy and 
Types of Reaction)

§ Genes (Evolution and Inheritance)

§ Earth and beyond (Climate and 
Earth Resources)

§ Cycles and Interactions 
(Photosynthesis and Respiration)

§ Forces (Contact Forces and 
Pressure)

§ Waves (Wave Effects and 
Properties)

+ Content from Winter assessment

YEAR 9

§ Energy

§ Organisms (Cells and 
Organisation)

§ Matter (Structure of the Atom 
and Periodic Table)

§ Cycles and Interactions 
(Bioenergetics)

§ Matter (Atomic Structure 
Physics)

§ Earth and Beyond (Chemistry 
of the Atmosphere)

§ Matter (Particle Model of 
Matter)

§ Reactions (Energy Changes)

§ Cycles and Interactions 
(Ecology)

+ Content from the Winter 
assessment

YEAR 10

§ Cell Biology

§ Bonding

§ Electricity

§ Infection and response

§ Biology Paper 1

§ Chemistry Paper 1

§ Physics Paper 1

Trilogy and Triple Mock 
Exam

All KS3 assessments include questions on working scientifically, graph skills and extended writing.

YEAR 11
October

§ Combined Paper 1 (Questions 
taken from intervention topics 
covered)

§ Combined Paper 2 (Forces, 
Chemistry of the Atmosphere, 
Ecology, Using Resources and 
Inheritance)

Both papers will be 50 mins long

December

§ Biology Paper 2

§ Chemistry Paper (not including 
rates for triple, not including 
chemical analysis for triple and 
trilogy)

§ Physics Paper 2 (not including 
waves for triple and trilogy, not 
including space for triple)

§ Biology Paper 1

§ Biology Paper 2

§ Chemistry Paper 1

§ Chemistry Paper 2

§ Physics Paper 1

§ Physics Paper 2

Trilogy and Triple Mock Exams

Winter 
Assessment 
(December)

Summer 
Assessment 

(June)

(Y11 March)



STRUCTURE RATIONALE

We begin every lesson with a drill task. These consist of
approximately 5 questions which relate to prior learning
from the strand. At the start of a new unit, they recap
the previous unit from that strand and as we progress
through the unit, they recap it’s earlier content.

The drill questions repeat over a period of 4/5
lessons. They provide students with prior knowledge for
that lesson’s objectives but also through repetition, begin
to improve cognition and retention of the fundamental
principles and knowledge from the unit and the strand.

This task includes pink, orange and green questions to
build on/extend learning from the previous lesson.
Students complete the colour question relating to their
previous demonstrate task.

Misconceptions, lack of understanding and even lack of
challenge from the previous lesson can be addressed
immediately the next lesson using this task.

Every connect task is bespoke to each class every lesson
therefore the questions (and extension/challenge) are
not provided within the programme of study.

The science programme of study centres around an
interleaved approach where previous content is revisited
numerous times. The previously task is sometimes used to
recap content taught from two lessons ago or to remind
students about a particular idea or concept from earlier
in the unit or strand which they will need to remember
and use when learning the new content.

This flipped learning approach prepares students for the
objectives of the lesson, whilst also reminding them of
previous recent learning, repeating skills and questions or
looking at them from a different novel approach (AO3).

During this section of the lesson, new content is delivered.
Various differentiated strategies including the use of
collaborative learning, teacher toolkit, modelling,
practical skills and chanting are used to ensure all
students are engaged and involved.

A mixture of media including animated gifs, videos, flow
diagrams and literacy tasks are used to target all varieties
of learning styles with a key focus on maintaining the
balance of cognition by chunking the new content into
smaller, retainable tasks.

Our programme of study follows a cyclic approach where
each topic from KS3 to KS4 is classified into the ten
fundamental areas of science which we call strands. Within
each strand, students will build on prior knowledge as they
embark on each learning journey.

New topics begin with a bespoke lesson planned by classroom
teachers which revisits prior learning either from KS2 (if it is the
first unit from the strand) or from the previous unit that was
taught from that strand. This provides any students with gaps in
their learning to not be as disadvantaged whilst also reminding
students of the fundamental points they learnt previously.

We aim to provide a consistent structure to individual lessons, in
which the rationale behind each stage is based on several
sources of educational research to provide learning
environments and opportunities for all students to learn, make
progress and to enjoy the process. Objectives are shared and
students are reminded of their current position on the learning
journey every lesson. Our lessons have been initially written and
designed by our team of Directors enabling colleagues to edit
and plan effectively for their own students.

The overall lesson structure provides an interleaved system that
engages and invigorates students promoting a love of learning.

The Demonstrate task is an independent activity at the end of the
learning sequence. It involves an exam or specification-based question
which exposes students to the correct format and command words, and
allow them to apply what new content they have learnt. This activity
should be challenging and assess the extent to which pupils have met
the ‘What’ and ‘Why’ lesson objective. The Demonstrate task is a pre-
planned activity that has relevant challenge but is also scaffolded where
necessary

Teachers immediately track progress and highlight any
misconceptions. Whilst reducing their workload and informing their
planning for the subsequent lessons.
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WIDER CURRICULUM

Throughout the programme of study pupils are given the
opportunity to complete the following activities linked to national
and global celebrations, enhancing pupils understanding of how
their science curriculum links to the wider world.

Recycle Week

Space Week

British Science Week

World Health Day
World Bee Day

World Earth Day

Biodiversity Week

World Oceans Day

Brain Day
International Day of Women and Girls in Science

In the Summer term, pupils are also given the
opportunity to take part in a series of lessons on
areas of science beyond the national curriculum,
these include:

Marine biology, forensic science, geological 
science and astronomy.

The programme of study links areas of the
curriculum to the local context of the academy.

For example, when learning about breeding
programmes, this is linked to the fantastic work
done at the Yorkshire Wildlife Park or when
learning about forces in year 7 and 8 this has
been linked to the physics of flight at Doncaster-
Sheffield Airport.



At KS1 pupils are taught about animals, including humans. Students will be introduced to the idea that
animals have offspring and understand that these young animals grow into fully mature animals. Students
will also learn and be able to describe the basic needs of animals, including humans, for survival (water,
food and air) and describe the importance of a healthy lifestyle in humans.

KS2 pupils will identify that animals need the right types and amount of nutrition, and that they cannot
make their own food; they get nutrition from what they eat. They will also identify that humans and some
other animals have skeletons and muscles for support, protection and movement.

Key stage 3 begins to delve into the biology of all living things and starts with introducing students to cells
as the fundamental unit of living organisms, this will include plant and animal cells. Students will observe,
interpret and record cell structure using a light microscope developing key scientific skills. Students will
learn the functions of the different parts of the cell and how they cannot be seen without applying their
skills learned in microscopy.

Students will further explore cell biology by understanding the role of diffusion in the movement of
materials in and between cells and will use working scientifically skills to investigate this. Students will look
at the hierarchical organisation of multicellular organisms: from cells to tissues to organs to systems to
organisms. Building on prior knowledge, pupils will look again at the human skeleton, focusing on the
interaction between skeleton and muscles, including the measurement of force exerted by different
muscles.

Later in the course students will expand their knowledge of the digestive system and respiratory system by
learning about their function and adaptation. This will include for the digestive system learning about
enzymes as biological catalysts and the importance of bacteria. Whereas in the respiratory system pupils
will learn about the mechanism of breathing. Modelling will be used to explain the movement of gases
into and out of the lungs.

Students will learn about health and wellbeing, building on the knowledge from KS1, and be able to
contextualise the strand linking it to their own diet. They will develop their understanding of the content of
a healthy human diet to include carbohydrates, lipids (fats and oils), proteins, vitamins, minerals, dietary
fibre and water and then calculate the energy requirements in a healthy daily diet. Students will
understand the consequences of imbalances in the diet, including obesity, starvation and deficiency
diseases and then be apply their knowledge to inform their diet choices now and in adulthood.

In year 9 pupils will deepen their knowledge of cells by looking at the adaptations of specialised cells and
will continue to use the skills learned at earlier in the strand by using microscopes to observe cells and
relate their structure to their function. Students will also look at specific examples of where diffusion occurs
in living organisms as well as looking at the factors that effects the rate of diffusion.

ORGANISMS

GCSE builds on the knowledge and skills of KS2 and KS3,
students will use microscopes to observe cells and use
this for magnification calculations. They will also look
deeper into the structure of cell, learning about
chromosomes as well as how cells divide through mitosis
and meiosis. Students carry out investigations into the
movement of substances by osmosis, bringing together
key ideas from throughout the strand to be able to
understand this concept.



At KS2 pupils are taught about the life cycles of mammals, birds, insects and amphibians.
Students can classify organisms and can recognise how organisms are adapted to live in
their environments. Pupils may be able to recognise the advantages and disadvantages
of such adaptations and may be able to explain how habitats change over time.

KS3 begins with looking in detail at plant reproduction (pollination, fertilisation and seed
dispersal). This builds on the learning from KS2 on life cycles and introduces students to
the term interdependence by looking at interactions in food chains, food webs and
ecosystems.

Pupils are introduced to the two fundamental energy processes in living organisms,
respiration and photosynthesis (word equations expected). They develop an
understanding as to why photosynthesis is important and build on their knowledge of
adaption, by looking at leaf structure. Students learn about both anaerobic and aerobic
respiration, linking this to fermentation and understand why this process is essential for life.

Moving into year 9 students broaden their understanding of photosynthesis and why it is
an essential process for life on Earth and the balance of gases in the atmosphere. The
role of algae is investigated and factors which effect the rate of photosynthesis. Students
explore ecosystems further, the interdependence of organisms in an ecosystem, looking
in more detail at food webs and insect pollinated crops. Students begin to develop a
deeper understanding of the world around them by learning about the importance of
plant reproduction through insect pollination in human food security and how organisms
affect, and are affected by, their environment, including the accumulation of toxic
materials.

GCSE consolidates student’s understanding of photosynthesis and respiration by
introducing balanced symbol equations, linking to the reactions strand and looking at
limiting factors in both of these processes including the production of lactic acid during
anaerobic respiration. Students learning how respiration and exercise are linked together
and develop links with gas exchange, breathing and digestion from the organisms strand
and learning how to chemically test to find the products of respiration and
photosynthesis.

CYCLES & INTERACTIONS

The strand concludes with a wider look at ecology
including the impact of human activity of
ecosystems, deforestation, peat bogs and global
warming. This links to topics in the Earth and
Beyond strand and goes right back to animal and
plant adaptions and changing habitats from KS2.
Students also look at examples of cyclic systems;
decay, carbon and nutrients.



At KS2 (Y6) pupils are taught about the how living things on earth have changed over time.
They are also introduced to the idea that characteristics are passed from parents to their
offspring but how they still vary from their parents. Finally they explore adaptations in both
plants and animals and how this may lead to evolution.

KS3 starts with furthering the pupils work on variation by looking at categorising variation as
being continuous or discontinuous. There are opportunities to carry out investigations to use
numeracy skills which include measurement and graphical representation of variation. Finally
in Y7 pupils continue their learning from KS2 and look in more detail at adaptations. They will
consider seasonal changes and the idea of competition. Pupils look at reproduction in
humans which includes the structure and function of the male and female reproductive
systems, menstrual cycle, fertilisation, gestation and birth, to include the effect of maternal
lifestyle on the foetus through the placenta.

Moving into Y8 builds on the learning from KS2 with looking at heredity as a process. This
requires new knowledge of chromosomes, genes and DNA. A nice link with history is possible
as we look at the roles of Watson, Crick, Wilkins and Franklin in the development of the DNA
model. Pupils then look at Darwin’s work on natural selection as a theory and mechanism for
evolution. Pupils are also introduced to biodiversity and must understand how this links to
ecosystems.

Moving into year 9 students broaden their understanding of heredity being introduced to
evolutionary trees and modelling inheritance. Students explore biodiversity further, looking at
the impact the human race is having on the world around us. Students begin to develop a
deeper understanding of the world around them in terms of how changes in the
environment may leave individuals within a species, and some entire species, less well
adapted to compete successfully and reproduce, which in turn may lead to extinction.

At KS4 pupils’ knowledge deepens further as they discover how meiosis produces unique
offspring. They learn that gene mutations occur continuously and can affect organisms in
different ways. This cements their knowledge that variation generated by mutations and
sexual reproduction is the basis for natural selection; this is how species evolve. They go on to
discover how our knowledge of our origins has allowed scientists to intervene through
selective breeding and it is possible to clone individuals. Scientists have now discovered how
to take genes from one species and introduce them in to the genome of another by a
process called genetic engineering. Pupils must evaluate the huge potential benefits that
this technology can offer, but why genetic modification still remains highly controversial.

ORIGINS

This strand does link with other strands at KS4 such
as Organisms where reproduction and the
endocrine system is understood further. There is also
a link with Cycles and interactions through the
ecology unit of work.



At KS2 pupils are introduced to the make-up of the Earth by studying Rocks. Pupils will
learn that there are different types of rock that can be classified according to their
properties. With strong links to Geography, pupils will understand the types of rock that
may contain fossils and how they are formed. New language is introduced such as
‘organic matter’ leading pupils into realising that soil is composed of rocks and organic
matter. Later in KS2 pupils begin to learn about what is beyond our atmosphere by
understanding big ideas such as the movement of the Earth, other planets and moons in
relation to our Sun. This knowledge prepares pupils to further explore the universe in the
Earth and beyond strand.

As pupils progress into KS3 the key ideas in KS2 are examined in more detail, the structure
of the Earth is introduced and is linked to where we will find the rocks they studied in KS2.
The big ideas are expanded to look at how the Earth and Moon travel in relation to each
other and the sun. Pupils will be able to link this to their everyday life by explaining why we
have seasons and why we see day and night. Bringing breadth of understanding about
our planet, pupils in Y8 will understand and be able to discuss the Earth’s resources,
looking at the Carbon Cycle as a natural process and then deepening the knowledge to
include human impact that contributes to climate change. With this understanding pupils
will then be able to evaluate methods of reducing our carbon footprint by looking at
recycling.

In KS4 pupils will learn about the development of our atmosphere and how the planet
evolved to sustain life and the atmosphere today, an emotive subject, pupils will invest in
understanding how as a generation they can impact change towards global warming by
learning in more detail how we extract and use the Earth’s natural resources. Pupils will
study how we make water a safe resource and what we can do for third world countries
to help provide the world with safe drinking water. With certified UN climate change
teachers students will have a comprehensive understanding of not only how climate
change impacts the world around them but how it impacts the wider world and the
global population.

Triple Scientists in their final part of this learning journey will understand concepts based on
space exploration. Pupils will describe how satellites are used on Earth and how scientists
have developed the technology to launch and maintain them including learning about
the International Space Station. Pupils will be able to explain the current theories as to how
the Universe came into existence by exploring the evidence related to the ‘Big Bang

EARTH & BEYOND

Theory’, they will link this to how our solar system
has a time limit as our Sun dies out and will
deepen this knowledge by studying the life cycle
of a star and using this to explain the elements
that we find on Earth making links to the resources
that they were able to explain earlier in the
strand.



In KS1 Matter begins its journey in Y1 looking at everyday materials and describing their physical properties. In
Y2 pupils learn how the shapes of some materials can be changed by squashing, bending, twisting and
stretching.

In KS2 pupils are introduced to solids, liquids and gases and look at changes of state. They also investigate the
processes of evaporation and condensation in the water cycle and associate the rate of evaporation with
temperature. In Y5 pupils deepen their knowledge on properties of materials to include: hardness, solubility,
transparency, conductivity, and response to magnets. Pupils are also introduced o mixtures and learn how to
separate them using filtering, sieving and evaporating. Pupils are also introduced to reversible and irreversible
changes and should be given many opportunities to work scientifically.

In KS3 pupils deepen their knowledge of solids, liquids and gases by looking at the particle model. They also
revisit changes of state and they must link this to particles. Pupils continue to deepen their knowledge of
mixtures and how to separate them by using these techniques in a laboratory and use the more complex
techniques of distillation and chromatography to extend their understanding further. They are also introduced
to the idea of purity and they begin to learn how to identify pure substances.

Moving into Y8 pupils learn about the atomic model and are able to distinguish the differences between
atoms, elements and compounds. Pupils are introduced to chemical symbols and formulae for elements and
compounds and are then able to move onto understanding the conservation of mass changes of state and
chemical reactions. Pupils are then familiarised with the Periodic Table and study the principles underpinning
the Mendeleev Periodic Table. The pupils are then able to investigate patterns in reactivity and key properties
of the elements.

Moving into year 9 pupils deepen their understanding of the Periodic table and reactivity by studying more
elements. Pupils will explore the historical development of the periodic table and models of atomic structure
provide good examples of how scientific ideas and explanations develop over time as new evidence
emerges. Pupils will continue looking at the particle model and will now look at density.

At KS4 pupils learn that the periodic table provides chemists with a structured organisation of the known
chemical elements from which they can make sense of their physical and chemical properties. Models of
atomic structure are developed further by looking at this in Chemistry and Physics, knowledge is deepened by
exploring more evidence such as the alpha scattering experiment. The arrangement of elements in the
modern periodic table can be explained in terms of atomic structure which provides evidence for the model
of a nuclear atom with electrons in energy levels. In Physics we explore how the particle model is widely used
to predict the behaviour of solids, liquids and gases and this has many applications in everyday life. It helps us
to explain a wide range of observations and engineers use these principles when designing vessels to
withstand high pressures and temperatures, such as submarines and spacecraft. It also explains why it is
difficult to make a good cup of tea high up a mountain! Pupils are also introduced to radioactivity, how it
occurs and how it is useful in the world around us. When looking at the dangers associated with it we can look
to events such as Chernobyl to further our understanding.

Finally in Y11 we move to Organic Chemistry - the chemistry of carbon compounds is so important that it forms
a separate branch of chemistry. This branch of chemistry gets its name from the fact that the main sources of

MATTER

organic compounds are living, or once-living materials from
plants and animals. These sources include fossil fuels which
are a major source of feedstock for the petrochemical
industry. Chemists are able to take organic molecules and
modify them in many ways to make new and useful materials
such as polymers, pharmaceuticals, perfumes and
flavourings, dyes and detergents.

For 2021 – 2022,Particle Model 
of Matter and Atomic Structure 
(Physics) will be taught in year 

9 following Atomic Structure 
and the Periodic Table



At KS2 pupils are taught to group substances according to their properties and to
understand how to make a solution and then recover a substance from that solution.
Pupils also investigate the concept that changes of state, dissolving and mixing are
reversible changes and that some changes make a new substance and that this is not
normally reversible. This gives a solid foundation for the reactions strand.

KS3 work begins with Y7 building on these concepts starting with acids and alkalis and
metals and non-metals, delving further into those concepts of classifying substances
based on their properties. This will involve working scientifically skills and analysing and
evaluating experimental results to draw conclusions based on the properties of these
substances.

Progression through KS3 sees pupils continue to build their knowledge by looking at
atoms, the building blocks of all substances, allowing pupils to understand how reactions
happen on a level that they cannot physically see. The energy transfer in reactions is
then introduced, pupils will be able to describe why and how reactions happen and use
this important concept as a base for more advanced reactions later in this strand. With a
secure knowledge of what happens when a reaction takes place pupils can now start to
learn about the tests that scientists use to identify these substances by practising
techniques such as chromatography and flame tests.

At the end of Year 9 (end of KS3) pupils should have sound knowledge of how reactions
occur at an atomic level and have an understanding the energy transfers occur.

The foundations of KS3 provide a solid starting block for KS4. With the understanding of
reactions at an atomic level students are able to deepen their knowledge of chemical
changes by re-visiting areas such as acids and alkalis, metals and non-metals in more
depth and introducing new concepts such as electrolysis and expanding ways to explain
energy transfer by using diagrams. Quantitative chemistry can be introduced now. Pupils
are able to visualise the atoms in reactions but will now be taught to assign numerical
value through use of the periodic table and link those values to how they apply to
experimental technique. Students should be able to show how much of a reactant
should be added to produce a successful reaction. This will be covered in Y10.

REACTIONS

In Y11 pupils will learn about the rate of chemical
reactions. Furthering the atomic concepts from
KS3 and Y10, pupils will show that a reaction can
happen at different rates and explain the factors
that can affect it. Here pupils will be able to look
at industrial practices such as the Haber process
that are still in use today as they expand their
knowledge into equilibria and temperature.



At KS2 pupils learn how a complete circuit is needed for devices to turn
on, and how the number of cells used in a circuit will affect the
brightness of the bulbs, loudness of the buzzer and speed of a motor. This
is underpinned by using standard circuit symbols to represent parts of a
circuit. Pupils also explore how the poles of magnets interact with each
other to attract or repel, and how many materials don’t respond to
magnetism.

Through KS3, pupils then build upon this understanding to learn what
electric current is, what potential difference is, and how electrical
resistance links to them. Pupils explore how the way a circuit is built will
affect current and potential difference and how this works in real life
situations, as well as beginning to understand static electricity and how it
is caused. Understanding of magnetism is built upon by exploring
magnetic fields around magnets and what they looks like, as well as how
we can make use of magnetism in compasses, and in electric motors.

By the end of KS3 pupils should have a robust understanding of how
electric circuits work, recognise and recall circuit symbols and be able to
use them, as well as the rules governing magnets and their behaviour.

KS4 sees pupils develop their understanding of these principles further,
starting to apply a powerful numerical basis to their learning of circuits to
perform calculations involving current, resistance, potential difference,
charge, power and time. The relationship between the first three of these
is fundamental to the course, and always features on GCSE
examinations. Pupils then supplement this understanding by learning in
depth about mains or domestic electricity and using it safely, then in

ELECTRICITY & MAGNETISM

Yr.11 tie this in to their prior
understanding of magnetism by
exploring how transformers work and
form an integral part of the national
grid, as well as being used in mobile
phone chargers and many other
devices.

For 2021 – 2022 only, year 7 
students will start with magnetism.  

They will be taught electricity in 
year 8.  This is to allow for 

additional time available to 
deliver the key concepts from the 

electricity unit.

Year 8 students will still be taught 
magnetism as shown in this 

learning journey.



Whilst students do not study energy as a strand at KS2, they will have looked at the
Sun in the earth and space topic and understand ideas like melting from their work
on properties.

Energy in year 7 looks at different forms of energy and introduces the ideas around
energy stores and energy transfer. Students compare the energy found in different
foods and start to look at the cost of energy, how energy and power are linked and
what happens to energy (dissipation). Students will develop a basic understanding of
the conservation of energy. Moving in to year 8, students apply their understanding to
of energy transfer to heating and cooling, how particles behave and the work done
by simple machines. Students will become familiar with SI units such as J, kJ, W and
kW.
As students move into year 9, they look at conduction, convection and radiation and
develop a greater understanding of the cost and sustainability of energy. This
includes calculating power consumption as kW/h, renewable and non-renewable
forms of energy and the rate of energy transfer. Students broaden their
understanding of conservation of energy and will develop the idea of an energy
system.

The GCSE component of this strand builds on the understanding of energy stores and
transfers and links to forces and current. Students will now look at closed energy
systems and begin to apply equations such as:

§ Kinetic energy = 0.5 × mass × speed 2

§ Elastic potential energy = 0.5 × spring constant × extension 2

§ g. p. e. = mass × gravitational field strength × height

Students are introduced to the idea of specific heat capacity and learn to apply the
equation:

§ Change in thermal energy = mass_× specific heat capacity × temperature
change

ENERGY

This is extended to include voltage, current,
power and time.

Students calculate and evaluate the efficiency
of energy systems and look in more detail at
sustainability, energy resources, local and
global implications of energy transfers,
specifically around the generation of electricity.



At KS2 pupils learn the fundamentals of how forces act and the effects they
cause, such as gravity causing objects to fall to the ground as a force that acts
at a distance, and the effects of friction as a force acting between surfaces.
Pupils are also introduced to the principle of levers, gears and pulleys using a
small force to cause a greater effect.

Throughout KS3 these ideas are extensively built upon, introducing
understanding of how speed, distance and time are related in calculations, as
well as how movement can be represented visually. Continuing the visual
theme, pupils start representing forces as arrows and tie this back into their KS2
learning by exploring how forces act together and the effects this has on
objects such as deforming or accelerating them, introducing the ideas of
Newton’s Laws of Motion as well as Hooke’s Law and how materials behave.

Alongside this, pupils develop their understanding of pressure in liquids and
gases to learn about buoyancy and up thrust as well as air-resistance. Within KS3
pupils begin to use more numerical relationships, calculating pressures and
resultant forces.

By the end of KS3 pupils should have a robust understanding of the extensive
effects forces have, as well as how to perform calculations to find quantities
such as resultant force, speed and pressure. This learning provides a strong
foundation to build upon during KS4.

At KS4, pupils’ prior knowledge is developed further still, with an increasing
emphasis on being able to calculate quantities such as using motion graphs
introduced in KS3 to find acceleration and distance, and calculating the
acceleration that forces cause on masses.
With further understanding of gravitational fields, the difference between mass
and weight is explored, as well as how to calculate between these quantities – a
skill which has consistently featured on GCSE papers.

FORCES

Throughout this unit the ideas of speed,
velocity, distance, time, acceleration and
force are related to real-life examples, not
least road safety and the braking and
stopping of vehicles.



At key stage 1 and 2 students will study light and sound in separate units.

During the first light unit (key stage 1) students will recognise that light is needed in order to
see objects and that light is reflected from surfaces. Students will also learn about the
dangers of the light from our sun and be able to identify ways we can protect our eyes from
this. Following on from this students will learn about how shadows are formed when light is
blocked by an object and will investigate the patterns in the way in which the size of a
shadow can change.

The ideas taught in the first light unit will be developed at key stage 2 where students will use
the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain how we see objects and this same
principle will be applied to the prior knowledge of shadows and how they form. When
learning about sound at key stage 2 students will identify how sounds are made and be
able to explain this in terms of vibrations. Students will investigate the pitch and volume of
sounds.

At start of key stage 3 students will build on their prior learning of light and sound, applying
their scientific knowledge to everyday applications. Students will also study the structure of
the ear in order to explain how we hear sounds and how sound can damage the delicate
structure. This can be contextualised by the use of music to allow students to link the topic
to their own experiences.

Students will investigate the reflection and absorption of both sound and light waves using
their working scientifically skills and develop a firm understanding of how these waves travel.
This will allow students to visualise longitudinal and transverse waves, using an oscilloscope
to compare their similarities and differences to be able to explain fully examples of each.

The foundations of KS3 provide a solid starting block for GCSE, with students knowing the
difference between longitudinal and transverse waves. At GCSE pupils will be expected to
use the wave equation and be able to give the correct units for wave speed, frequency
and time. This will be used for students to experimentally calculate the wave speed,
wavelength and frequency of a wave in both a liquid and a solid, building on the working
scientifically skills developed at KS3.

Students will study the electromagnetic spectrum, understanding that there are many types
of wave that will have specific uses. Using examples, real world uses of each part of the

WAVES

electromagnetic spectrum will be explained
including the associated dangers. Students at this
point will have specific knowledge relating to
waves and will be able to apply this to comparison
based questions surrounding use of waves. Students
will also use their working scientifically skills to carry
out and evaluate the required practical on
radiation and absorption.


